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About This Content

Package Contents

 1 x Martyr Golem (New DLC Exclusive Alt Art)

 4680LP

 30x Collection Penta Packs (150 total cards)

 3 of each Faction Penta Pack (120 total cards)

Vanities

 8 DLC Exclusive Avatars from Reborn relaunch cards (Transcendent Monk, Ambiguity, Knight Errant, Commodore
K-172, Feeding Time, Travelling Angel, Blood Masquerade, Wisdom of the Earth)

 8 Battlefields, including 2 Reborn relaunch exclusives (Palace of the Dynasties, Corrupted Lab, Hydra Den, Alter of
Madness, Eden Manufacturing, Western Front, Dragon's Peak [DLC Exclusive], Mystic Forest [DLC Exclusive])

 3 Card Backs (Jade Wall, Robotic Undead, Exiled Decadence, )
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Bonus Items

 30 x Rift Run Tokens

 20 x 24 Hour 50% IP/XP Booster
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Started a new game, pushed a single key, and then it crashed.

The game menus look like they were created by animating screenshots of a hypothetical Android version of this game....
confusing layout, big buttons with only icons, blurry, etc. Additionally, none of the them have any text at all to explain what it is
that you're clicking so it's a bit confusing to navigate. And almost all the text in the game looks blurry from what I've seen.. So
this game seems to offer a great deal in the art of stradegy and trade embargos! Much to see and do whislt venturing around
europe. I enjoyed it, but for me once again, its stuck in its time! Great game, but you may feel it is lacking as there are much
better titles on the market now. I give it a 6 outta 10 and is worth a pick up when its on sale!. 7/15 Cards
+ 43 Achievements which took me ~19 hours
+ Funny little spawning game

- You need a friend for the online Achievements, cause noone is there

8/10 = Would battle again. The series as a whole before the individual game

The series is great. However, their is a warning, the set of games, especially the last one, are harder than most of these type of
games. The writing is great, the stats carry over between games, different events can happen based on the stats you have or what
classes you choose. However, for your first run, expect to fail. However, there is a lot of replay value in these games and they
are very enjoyable.

This last game is the climactic conclusion to the story. Your character will learn about the demons and search for an artifact to
fight them before the big final battle. Once again, more classes, bringing the total amount of classes your character can be to a
whopping 35 classes. The mechanic of managing the ship, which helps bring you to the artifact, is not as fun or as extensive as
managing the army in the previous game. There is however, a major plot thing that can be fun at the end.  After you find the
artifact, your character has to turn himself into a demon so he\/she can perminantly kill other demons. Failing checks in this part
can cause your character to become more demonic, giving bonuses but also getting you closer to bad endings.\t There are several
endings in this game, of which there are (I think) 2 good endings and 6 bad ones. That said, I really like the game. It does some
interesting things that many of these games don't try, and still offers a lot of choice for playstyle.. Only two things are needed
for this to become the greatest experience of all time:

Subtitles due to the autistic virgins choking on their chromosomes, becoming unintelligable. And fixing having to
Ctrl+Alt+Delete to exit the game.

Then it'd be a mastapeece. Mighty Monster Mayhem VS VRobot

(1). VRobot

pros
more polished
more optimized
better UI design
better graphics

cons
relatively boring gameplay
feels like it is just another king kaiju
low replay value
no music
short play time (cleared all stages in 20 mins)
relatively less immersive (feels like I am destroying toy city)
lower launch discount rate
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(2). Mighty Monster Mayhem

pros
gameplay itself is very cool
can move freely with swinging arms
can play various gameplay style
world scale is bigger so it is more immersive (feels like I became giant monster)
can climb buildings
more various monsters and cities
high replay value
relatively long play time (played more than 30mins in first city)
higher launch discount (lower price)

cons
need to be polished more
poor optimization (serious frame drop on 1080ti \/ 6700k \/ 64gb ram)
relatively worse physics (imo kinda bad)
movement of citizens is not active
relatively worse graphic and resolution

conclusion
imo gameplay itself of Mighty Monster Mayhem is way much better,
but I am little apprehensive because MMM is full released game.
if there is no improvement I cannot recommend it.
but if dev promises that there will be improvement of optimization, physics and some issues,
I definitely recommend buy MMM than VRobot.

because MMM is way more fun at least for me

but VRobot is not bad too. but If I have to choose one.
I will choose MMM (if dev has plan to improve the game). I just love it. Its super cool. I remember when I played the free
version and it was just amazing! Now I bought this Game and I love it more then before!
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Very fun CC team! The plant growth is very cool, and the art has a fun retro feel. I really enjoyed the first round of contracts.
Looking forward to more content.. Certain video settings wers stuck between Medium and Epic, and the settings menu itself
was so laggy that it was unplayable.. its a freemium application, so if u have money for key buy it. This game is a bad port, and
Ive heard wonderful things...

But with an

i7 4790k
32 gigs ram
SLI 980 Ti 6 gig Strix Nvidia 3d cards

The game was an unplayble mess

In any setting combination their was huge input delay, the sound was completely out of sync and massively delayed.

30 fps, 60 fps, any res, any combination of settings, windowed or full...

When you exited the game it would take minutes+ to close, to the point where it said it closed, task manager said it closed,
steam said it was running and then music kicks into the background, leaving a soft reboot as the only way to rid it.

Basically this game gets a tag from me +Bad Port

Shame too, because I've heard nothing but great things about the game itself (just not this version).

Seems like if you are below min specs, at min specs, or well above them you will have issues. Perhaps my PC is just too PC for
this game and it can't handle running so well...

Well, a bad port is a bad port is a bad port.. If Super Laser Racer were a pair of sneakers, mine would be worn-out, haggard
shreds of leather, and I've enjoyed wearing them since they were bright, shiny, and sitting in a box with crumpled up packing
paper.

SLC invites you to defeat all of it. It offers enough variety in tracks and levels of difficulty that it was fun to revisit until I'd
completed everything.

The game is simple and straight-forward. The controls are relatively decent and you'll never have a tough time figuring out what
your objective is (in case you're wondering: WIN THE RACE ;-).. Entertaining. Im too dumb to use this program at full
potential
Yet i recommend.
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